Iciniti Portal

Your Portal to Better
Customer Service

www.iciniti.com

Great customer service is all about
convenience. Iciniti Portal lets you
offer your customers a new level of
convenience by giving them instant
access to their account records.

Help Your Customers
Help Themselves

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE With Iciniti Portal,
there’s no wrong time or place for customer service.
Iciniti Portal lets your customers view their payment
histories and access old credit and debit notes at
any time and from any place. They can reprint old
invoices with a few mouse clicks. And if you have
the integrated Iciniti Credit Card app, they can
even pay their bills online.
ON ANY DEVICE If your mobile device has a web
browser, it is compatible with Iciniti Portal. That means
your account reps and your customers will be able to
access accounts and payment histories directly from
their mobile devices.

ALWAYS SECURE And because we store all credit

It used to be that customers could only make
payments by mail. And if they wanted to
view their payment history, they needed to
get written permission from your accounts
department. Those days are ancient history.
Welcome to Iciniti Portal

card information in gateway vaults that meet the latest
PCI security standards, you never have to worry about
security being compromised.
Iciniti Portal is compatible with Sage 300 ERP,
versions 6.0, 2012, and 2014. Order it as a
stand-alone or as part of the eCommSuite.

Iciniti Portal is one of three custom
web applications available jointly
in Iciniti’s eCommSuite, bringing you
the scalable flexibility to take care
of your current customers and plan
for future ones.
ECOMMSUITE ALSO INCLUDES:

ICINITI CREDIT CARD Our new PCI 3 certified
credit card app takes the work and the risk out of
receiving payments by credit card. Full automation
means no input errors, and no more wasting time
waiting for authorization. And since it’s fully integrated
into your Sage 300 ERP system, data is only entered
once, saving you time and money.

ICINITI ORDER READER Iciniti’s Order Reader
hands the data entry task over to your customers,
giving them full control over their order and freeing
your staff from a time-consuming responsibility.
Optionally, you can even have orders from your
Amazon, Yahoo or eBay accounts flow seamlessly
into your sage 300 ERP.

To learn more about Iciniti Portal and the
full range of Iciniti products, contact us at:
1-866-424-6484 | 1 519-432-9599 | sales@iciniti.com
www.iciniti.com
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